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We make
corporate gifting
fun & easy.
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At Rare Assembly, we've perfected the art
of giving really good gifts that are
memorable, unique, and exciting to receive.

Our best-in-class customer service and
streamlined process add up to a gifting
experience that's seamless and stress-free,
from start to finish.
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How do we create
unique & impactful
gifts that feel personal?

We source from artisanal makers and cult
favorite companies. We never use cheap, off-
brand "filler" items.

HIGH-END PRODUCTS 

We use only premium materials in our
packaging, from the gift boxes to the note
cards to the belly bands.

STUNNING, MODERN PACKAGING

Each gift includes a handwritten note card, a
small but significant detail that goes a long
way in making every gift feel personal.

A PERSONAL TOUCH



Many companies send holiday gifts, but
only a select few send good ones.
Unexpectedly elevated, beautifully
presented gifts let you stand out and
truly delight your clients & customers.
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For in-person and virtual events, our
gifts are the perfect way to welcome
attendees, thank speakers, and make
the whole shebang feel just a little more
special.

Clients Events

Employee gifts are the holiday parties
of 2020.: end-of-the-year thank you's
during an unprecedented time and a
morale boost that should feel personal,
special and sincere.

Delight everyone on your list.

Employees



B

Order any of the ready-to-ship gifts exactly as they appear in our
catalogue. This is our fastest & easiest option.

Order from our ready-to-ship gifts, but add your own branding to
the packaging. 

Create a gift that better fits your vision or budget by mixing and matching the products
from our catalogue, changing or removing wrapping paper, etc. We'll help you do this! 

Create a 100% custom gift, including products sourced exclusively for
you, outside of what you see used in our catalogue sets.
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Ordering Options
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(25 BOX MIN.)

(MIN. VARIES; SEE SLIDE 38)

(NO MINIMUM)

(75 BOX MIN.)
FULLY CUSTOMIZED GIFT

"INSPIRED BY" CATALOGUE 

CATALOGUE + YOUR PACKAGING

READY-TO-SHIP CATALOGUE

Most popul
ar



LET'S TALK DETAILS
We'll discuss your gift ideas, budget, quantity and timeline - as well as

what custom packaging options you'd like.

4

PROPOSAL (3-4 business days)

CONTRACT + INVOICE (2-3 business days)

PRODUCTION (2-4 weeks)
Production time depends on the products used, quantity of gifts, and

custom packaging options selected. 

SHIPPING
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The Process

We'll send you the finalized contract + invoice, and once we receive
payment we'll get started ordering gift items and packaging supplies.

We'll send you a proposal that clearly maps out gift ideas based on our
initial conversation. You'll be able to respond with feedback or edits.

We monitor the progress of your shipments + handle any returns.
Shipping costs range from $8-$15 per gift in the U.S. 

International rates vary.



Unless you choose to customize your packaging, gifts ship in white or
black boxes with your choice of black or green belly bands.

Every gift includes a handwritten notecard.

Standard Packaging
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Ready-To-Ship
Gifts
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Permanent Collection



Double ceramic walls keep the outside cool, while a
sleek copper bottom rounds out the stylish profile.

Joey mug by Fellow

As clever as it is flavorful, these packets have
everything you need for perfect, per-cup pour overs.

Pour over coffee by Copper Cow

Minimalist, retro inspired coffee scoop made of teak
& cast iron. Truly impressive in person.

Coffee "sqoop" by Hmm
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Chef Gavin Murphy created a pecan butter so
delicious they'll want to put it on everything.

Pecan Joe by Sunday Provisions

Infused with a shot of Volluto Nespresso and finished
with a sprinkling of heirloom Ethiopian coffee beans

Hand crushed espresso caramels by Shotwell
Candy Co.

Perfectly fluffy marshmallows sandwiched between
two mini shortbread cookies. All natural ingredients.

Spiked espresso s'mores by MALVI

1

2

3

4

5

6

$185
A Rare Roast (Deluxe)

1

2

3

4

56

+ preserved eucalyptus
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A Rare Roast (Mini)
$90

Double ceramic walls keep the outside cool, while  a
sleek copper bottom rounds out the stylish profile.

Infused with a shot of Volluto Nespresso and finished
with a sprinkling of heirloom Ethiopian coffee beans

Hand crushed espresso caramels by Shotwell
Candy Co.

These Peruvian whole beans produce an incredibly
clean and complex coffee.

Whole bean coffee by La Colombe

Joey mug by Fellow1

2

3

1

2 3
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Made in small batches and created with the help of
this Rhode Island company's best local barkeeps.

Old fashioned cocktail syrup by Bootblack Brand

Miniature jigsaw puzzle with a fish design (and shape)
intended to be completed in under 25 minutes.

A Rare Provision
$70

Little Puzzle Thing by Areaware1

2

3 The Perfect Gummy Bears by Indulgence
They live up to their name: chewy yet soft, sweet yet
tart. A surprisingly fresh grapefruit flavor.

1

2

3

+preserved greenery



Beautifully scented oil diffuser made by hand in
Savana, GA with real preserved flowers inside.

Floral diffuser by Savana (+10 reeds)
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Gorgeous notebook from designer Kate Arends
featuring a luxe linen cover.

They live up to their name - creamy, strawberry banana
flavored gummies in sophisticated glass jars.

The Perfect Gummy Bears by Indulgencies

A Rare Appointment
$115

"Note to Self" notebook by Wit & Delight1

2

3

Slim profile with ultra smooth writing black ink.
Gold desk pen4

1

2

34
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Double ceramic walls keep the outside cool, while a
sleek copper bottom rounds out the stylish profile.

Joe Mug by Hmm

Made of Japanese steel, feature a "hidden" boxcutter
on the handle and stand upright on a slim magnet.

A Rare Focus
$175

Scissors by Hmm1

2

3 Almond butter by Big Spoon Roasters
Fresh-roasted almonds, stone-ground organic dark
chocolate, cocoa nibs, and raw wildflower honey.

4 Whole bean coffee by La Colombe

1
2

3

4

5

These Peruvian whole beans produce an incredibly
clean and complex coffee.

4 Executive desk pen
Smooth profile and ultra smooth writing black ink.

+ preserved eucalyptus



Each mug is one-of-a-kind and made by hand in the
SoCal studio of Japanese artist Nobuhito Nishigawara. 

Dipped ceramic mug by W/R/F Lab
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Scents of black spruce needle, citrus and spices that
truly capture the essence of the great outdoors.

Gluten free, vegan, and hand made in small batches -
this will become their new favorite granola.

Organic granola by Banner Road Baking Co.

A Rare Adventure
$130

Tin travel candle by Good & Well Supply Co.1

2

3

100% wild harvested fragrance features notes of sticky
pine needles, citrusy conifer and crisp ocean air.

Room & linen spray by Juniper Ridge4

1
2

3
4 5

6

Rich and buttery, these delectable cookies will satisfy
even the most discerning sweet tooth.

Chocolate shortbread by Willa's Shortbread5

Tennessean  "free range" honey.
Honey by TruBee Honey6

+ preserved greenery
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Tea bags filled with small batch, organic tea
handcrafted in Seattle, WA.

Cedarwood Chai tea by Flying Bird Botanicals

Handcrafted in Seattle with the intention of bringing the
scents from the country's National Parks into the home

A Rare Adventure (Mini)
$55

National Parks candle by Good & Well Supply Co.1

2

3 Hand crushed espresso caramels by Shotwell
Caramel Co.
Infused with a shot of Volluto Nespresso and finished
with a sprinkling of heirloom Ethiopian coffee beans

1

2
3

+ preserved eucalyptus



These tea bags are filled with flavorful, organic tea
made by hand in Bellingham, WA.

Organic tea by Flying Bird Botanicals
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70% organic alcohol spray won't dry hands & has a
crisp vanilla-citrus scent made from pure essential oils

These live up to their name: soft-yet-chewy and tart-yet-
sweet. Surprisingly fresh grapefruit flavor.

The Perfect Gummy Bears by Indulgencies

A Rare Remedy
$70

Hand & surface sanitizer by Olivine Atelier1

2

3

A rich moisturizing blend of milk and real flower petals
makes for an ultra-luxurious bath.

Sparkling bath cube by Indulgencie4

1 2 3

4
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Handmade in Jackson Hole, WY these "grahams for
grownups" have a cult following for a reason.

Gluten free, vegan, and hand made in small batches -
this will become their new favorite granola.

Granola by Banner Road Baking Co.

They'll want to put this heavenly spread on everything
- it's that good!

Pecan butter by Sunday Provisions

Animal grahams by Persephone Bakery

A Rare Indulgence
$55

1

2

3

3

1

2

+ preserved greenery



Ready-To-Ship
Gifts
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Holiday Collection



Stunning rocks glass with a satisfyingly heavy base
and beautiful etched mid-century modern design.

Rocks glass by Reclamation Etchworks

Individually poured and clean burning with a
sophisticated scent of fresh cut Fraser fir. 

Tahoe Lights soy candle by Tule Fog

80 long match sticks scented of sweet balsam and
pinecone, in a keepsake wooden box with strike strip.

Scented matches by Skeem Design

Flavors of bitter, grapefruit & pine combine for a
crisp, wintry twist on the classic G & T.

A Rare Pine
$150

Alpine tonic syrup by Yes Cocktail Co.
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1

2

3

4

5

Handmade caramels combined with dark chocolate,
marshmallow, crumbled candy cane and sea salt.

Chocolate peppermint caramels by Shotwell
Candy Co.

+ fresh pine sprig

1

2

3

4

5
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This delicious signature blend of black cocoa makes a
decadent drinking chocolate like no other in the world

Perfectly fluffy marshmallows sandwiched between
rich mini shortbread cookies.

Set of (2) s'mores by MALVI

Handmade caramels combined with dark chocolate,
marshmallow, crumbled candy cane and sea salt.

Chocolate peppermint caramels by Shotwell
Candy Co.

A Rare Guild
$125

Extra dark hot chocolate by Compartes

Super-premium chocolate bars, one with sticky toffee
and one filled with whole gingerbread cookies.

Set of (2) chocolate bars by Compartes

Rich and buttery, these delectable cookies will satisfy
even the most discerning sweet tooth.

Chocolate shortbread by Willa's Shortbread

1

2

3

4

5

1
2

3

45
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Perfectly fluffy marshmallows sandwiched between
rich mini shortbread cookies.

S'mores by MALVI

This delicious signature blend of black cocoa makes a
decadent drinking chocolate like no other in the world

A Rare Guild (Mini)
$45

Extra dark hot chocolate by Compartes1

2

3 Chocolate shortbread by Willa's Shortbread
Rich and buttery, these delectable cookies will satisfy
even the most discerning sweet tooth.

1
2

3
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Smooth milk chocolate pairs with a slightly spicy
cinnamon for a rich and indulgent hot cocoa.

Individually poured and clean burning with a
sophisticated scent of fresh cut Fraser fir.

Tahoe Lights candle by Tule Fog

(Delicious) gingerbread, icing, decorations and fake
snow are included in this "tiny house" gingerbread kit.

Gingerbread tiny house kit by Persephone
Bakery

A Rare Holly
$145

Cinnamon hot cocoa by Moonstruck Chocolate

Ultra-moisturizing bath cube that smells like a fresh
baked ginger cookie (spicy cardamom + cinnamon).

Sugar & spice sparkling bath cube by Dot + Lil

Handmade caramels combined with dark chocolate,
marshmallow, crumbled candy cane and sea salt.

Chocolate peppermint caramels by Shotwell
Candy Co.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

+ fresh pine sprig
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Individually poured and clean burning with a
sophisticated scent of fresh cut Fraser fir.

Tahoe Lights soy candle by Tule Fog

Smooth milk chocolate pairs with a slightly spicy
cinnamon for a rich and indulgent hot cocoa.

A Rare Holly (Mini)
$75

Cinnamon hot cocoa by Moonstruck Chocolate1

2

3 Chocolate peppermint caramels by Shotwell
Candy Co.
Handmade caramels combined with dark chocolate,
marshmallow, crumbled candy cane and sea salt.

1

2

3



Travel-friendly kit with top-shelf ingredients to craft 4
cocktails, including aromatic bitters + sugar cubes.

Champagne cocktail kit by Cocktails2Go
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These stainless steel flutes with gleaming copper
plates look elegant while keeping bubbles cold.

Champagne flavored gummy candies coated in bubbly
white nonpareils for a delectably delicate crunch.

Sparkling champagne drops by Indulgencie

A Rare Toast
$105

Set of (2) stemless copper champagne flutes by
Viski

+ preserved greenery

1

2

3

1

2

3
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Smooth chocolate perfectly blended with crunchy,
slightly salty roasted almonds.

Milk chocolate almond chocolate bar by
Moonstruck Chocolate

Slow roasted & sea salted pecans, almonds and
cashews are blended with a subtle hint of rosemary.

A Rare Snowfall
$95

Roasted nuts mix by Q's Nuts1

2

3 Coffee + sea salt chocolate bar by K+M
Chocolate
Lush, dulcet notes of coffee & caramel blend with sea
salt in this bar from renowned chef Thomas Keller.

4 Drinking chocolate by Persephone Bakery
A not-too-sweet mix that makes a cozy cup of
intensely rich and fudgey hot chocolate.

5 Chocolate shortbread by Willa's Shortbread
Rich and buttery, these delectable cookies will satisfy
even the most discerning sweet tooth.

1 2

3

4

5



Created by a world renowned ceramics kiln, this
charming mug is a unique addition to any kitchen.

Thumbprint mug by Middle Kingdom
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A not-too-sweet mix that makes a cozy cup of
intensely rich and fudgy hot chocolate.

Rich and buttery, these delectable cookies will satisfy
even the most discerning sweet tooth.

Chocolate shortbread by Willa's Shortbread

A Rare Snowfall (Mini)
$75

Drinking chocolate by Persephone Bakery1

2

3

1

2

3

+ cinnamon sticks



1

2

3
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Smooth, handcrafted chocolate featuring a mouth-
watering blend of earth spices and nuts.

Chocolate sea salt covered pretzels by Fatty
Sundays

Clean, modern & sophisticated 5 year journal with a
linen cover and room for one line every day.

A Rare Reflection 
$45

"One Line A Day" journal by Chronicle Books1

2

3 Black & gold executive desk pen
Sleek profile & ultra smooth writing black ink.
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Rich, creamy cocoa brightened with fresh mint.
Ethically sourced by Portland based Moonstruck.

Perfectly fluffy marshmallows made with fresh, pure
mint are sandwiched between mini shortbread cookies.

Chocolate peppermint s'mores by MALVI

Handmade caramels combined with dark chocolate,
marshmallow, crumbled candy cane and sea salt.

Chocolate peppermint caramels by Shotwell
Candy Co.

A Rare Mint
$90

Milk chocolate mint hot cocoa by Moonstruck
Chocolate

Crunchy pretzel sticks dipped in rich dark chocolate
and crunchy pieces of peppermint candy.

Chocolate peppermint covered pretzels by Fatty
Sundays

Rich and buttery, these delectable cookies will satisfy
even the most discerning sweet tooth.

Chocolate shortbread by Willa's Shortbread

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5
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Bits of dark & white chocolate with New Mexico chili
flakes & tart cherries, all wrapped in chocolate granola.

"Frosty Deconstructed" granola by Banner Road
Baking Co.

Perfect for mixing cold weather cocktails, this all-natural
syrup pairs beautifully with bourbon, vodka or rum.

A Rare Warmth
$55

Maple cinnamon simple syrup by Root231

2

3 Maple bourbon pecan caramels by Shotwell
Candy Co.
Made with Kentucky bourbon, pure maple syrup,
roasted fresh pecans & a light sprinkling of sea salt

+ cinnamon sticks

1 2

3
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Perfectly spiced and lightly sweetened, - just mix  with
equal parts milk for a remarkably delicious chai latte.

Shock resistant case wrapped in premium vegan or
genuine leather.

Leather AirPod case by CairPods

Set of 2 sophisticated notebooks featuring thick,
perforated ivory paper and rose gold edging.

Pocket notebook set by Wms & Co

A Rare Chai
$100

Chai concentrate by DONA

Rich and buttery, these delectable cookies will satisfy
even the most discerning sweet tooth.

Chocolate shortbread by Willa's Shortbread

1

2

3

4

5
Sleek profile & ultra smooth writing black ink.
Black & gold executive desk pen

+preserved eucalyptus

1

2

3

4

5
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Smooth, handcrafted chocolate featuring a mouth-
watering blend of earth spices and nuts.

Dark chocolate hazelnut chai bar by Moonstruck
Chocolate

Perfectly spiced and lightly sweetened, - just mix  with
equal parts milk for a remarkably delicious chai latte.

A Rare Chai (Mini)
$40

Chai concentrate by DONA1

2

+ cinnamon sticks

1

2



A comprehensive guide to over 350 card games, with
simple instructions and clear illustrations.

Luxurious & sustainable, with striking original
illustrations inside a stunningly intricate card case.

Playing cards by Theory11

Miniature jigsaw puzzle with a fish design (and shape)
intended to be completed in under 25 minutes.

"Little Puzzle Thing" by Areaware

The Ultimate Book of Card Games by Scott
McNeely

Rich and buttery, these delectable cookies will satisfy
even the most discerning sweet tooth.

Chocolate shortbread by Willa's Shortbread
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A Rare Recreation
$95

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4



Stunning & sophisticated, double-sided jigger made
of pure, heavy gauge hammered copper.

Copper jigger by Prince of Scots

Provides an oaky, sweet, and tart taste that is
enhanced with Woodford Reserve bourbon.

Bourbon cherries by Woodford Reserve

Handcrafted bitters with flavors of orange, cinnamon
and clove perfectly rounds out any Old Fashioned.

A Rare Rocks
$125

Old fashioned bitters by Dashfire Bitters
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Sweet maple combines with the smokey taste of real
bourbon for a seriously delicious treat.

Maple bourbon pecans by Q's Nuts

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4
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Custom Packaging
Options
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Ribbon + gift tag
Custom color ribbon

Price
$3.00/box

Production Time
3-5 business days
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Branded Box Band
Digital printing

Price
     20-50 boxes: $8/box
     51-100 boxes: $6/box

101+ boxes: $4/box

Production Time
10 business days

Foil logo

Price
$200 for custom plate plus:

50-100 boxes: $11/box
101+ boxes: $8/box

Production Time
14 business days



Custom Packaging Extras
A La Carte
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BRANDED NOTECARD

CUSTOM RIBBON
solid color

BRANDED GIFT TAG

PRINTED INSERT

BRANDED BOX BAND

BRANDED BOX BAND

digital printing

foil stamped

PRICE PER
BOX

MINIMUM
QUANTITY

PRODUCTION
TIME

in addition to note card

$2 20 3-4 business days

$1.50 20 7 business days

$1.50 20 7 business days

$2.50 20 3-4 business days

$4-$8/box 20 7 business days

$200 die set-up fee +
$8-$11/box 50 14 business days

BRANDED STICKER $3 50 14 business days



ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

CHAI

A RARE CHAI MINI

$40

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

JOURNAL

A RARE REFLECTION

$45

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

BLACK & GOLD MINI

A RARE GUILD MINI

$45

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

CINNAMON

A RARE WARMTH

$55

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

OURDOORS MINI

A RARE ADVENTURE MINI

$55

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

SANITIZER + TEA

A RARE REMEDY

$70

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

HOT CHOCOLATE MINI

A RARE SNOWFALL MINI

$75

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

FOOD SAMPLER

A RARE INDULGENCE

$55

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

PUZZLE + MIXER

A RARE PROVISION

$70

ALL GIFTS BY PRICE |  HOLIDAY 2020
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ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

HOLIDAY MINI

A RARE HOLLY MINI

$75

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

PEPPERMINT

A RARE MINT 

$90

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

COFFEE MINI

A RARE ROAST MINI

$90



ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

GAMES

A RARE RECREATION

$95

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

HOT CHOCOLATE 

A RARE SNOWFALL

$95

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

CHAI DESK

A RARE CHAI

$100

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

DESK

A RARE APPOINTMENT

$115

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

BLACK & GOLD

A RARE GUILD

$125

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

OLD FASHIONED

A RARE ROCKS

$125

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

HOLIDAY

A RARE HOLLY

$145

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

CHAMPAGNE

A RARE TOAST

$105

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

OUTDOORS

A RARE ADVENTURE

$130
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ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

PINE

A RARE PINE

$150

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

SCISSORS & COFFEE

A RARE FOCUS

$175

ITEM:

NAME:

PRICE:

COFFEE DELUXE

A RARE ROAST

$185

ALL GIFTS BY PRICE |  HOLIDAY 2020



(Just A Few)

Happy Customers
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Let's get gifting!

elizabeth@rareassembly.com
(323) 300-4557


